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Public Input Program
One of the missions of the Washington State
Transportation Commission is to gather public
input from across the state on transportation
policy and funding matters.

Public input is used to support the development of
the state’s 20 year Transportation Plan, as well as
informing the guidance provided to the Governor
and Legislature on policy and funding needs.

Typical public meetings do not garner enough
attendance, leaving a large silent majority in the
state.
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Public Input Program
The solution? Survey the public regularly utilizing technology to
increase participation and efficiency.
• We created two on-line survey panels:
 The Ferry Riders Opinion Group (FROG) to gather regular input and
data on ferry rider preferences and opinions.
 The Voice of Washington State (VOWS) to gather regular input and
data from residents statewide, on transportation policy and funding
issues.

• The development of online panels allows people to be connected and
continuously heard by their government officials, while giving them
flexibility of when they can give their input.
• Large sample size insures proper representation and accurate projectability
of the results.
• The use of telephone surveys has significant drawbacks in reaching people
due to the increased use of cellphones and fewer land lines.
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The overall purpose of the FROG program:
• To provide the Commission, Governor and State Legislature with a direct
link to Washington’s ferry riders which include commuters and
recreational riders.
• Provide data on ferry rider’s attitudes and opinions on key ferry policy
issues, proposed fare structure changes, demand elasticity and funding
alternatives.

To accomplish this overall purpose:
Developed a panel of ferry riders representing the entire ferry system,
balanced by route and travel mode, and used to test ferry issues and possible
changes.

Studies conducted to date:
We have conducted over 25 surveys since 2008. All are posted online at:
www.wstc.wa.gov
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FROG Program Overview
• Started in 2008 - current total panel Size: 20,109.
– 10,604 are active FROG Members (have done 1 or more surveys)

• Conduct surveys every other year of ferry riders, on a
variety of topics, such as:
–
–
–
–

Service performance (down to terminal/boat level)
Fare structure and policies
Mode shifting and fare elasticity
Capital facility/ vessel funding

• All results are reported to the Governor and Legislature to
inform decision making. Also provide results to panel
members.
• WSF uses data to inform operational changes.
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FROG Program Recruitment
• To keep the panel fresh and representative, we recruit annually onboard the ferries to sign up new FROG members.
– Ensures we hear from both the commuters and recreational/ occasional users
of the ferry system.

• Conduct “Quick Polls” which are designed to encourage participation.
– Quick Polls are short 1 or 2 Question Surveys plus Demographic questions.
– Demographics collected are applied to all future surveys the member
completes, thus shortening their length.

• Quick Poll Questions have covered:
– Overall satisfaction with WSF services.
– Allowing more advertising on dock / on boat to generate new revenue.
– Congestion pricing of fares.
– Privatization of WSF – who would provide better service / fares?
– Trade-offs – increased fares or decreased services to balance budget.
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SAMPLE - FROG Survey Results
Travel during the Summer and Winter periods continues to vary
dramatically, with regards to commuting vs. recreational trips.
– During the Summer survey, the majority (66%) say the last recreational/social
trip they took was also their most recent ferry trip.
Purpose of Last Ferry Ride
Summer (n=2,130)

Summer
2010

Winter
2010

46%

26%

29%

39%

5%

8%

3%
8%

4%

7%

2%
10%

12%

15%

2%

5%

Winter (n=1,691)

66%

Recreational/social trip*

29%
18%

Commuting to/from work
Work related activity
Medical appointments
Personal business/activity
Other
Q33

34%
6%
14%

5%
6%

Thinking about your LAST FERRY RIDE ONLY on the {INSERT Q31 NAME HERE} route, which of the following was the PRIMARY
PURPOSE for that specific trip?
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SAMPLE - FROG Survey Results
Half believe the current fare coverage structure is adequate and
should not be changed, in which fares account for 65% of the ferries’
operating costs.



Of those that believe this rate should be increased, half say a coverage rate of 71-80%
is preferred.



Of those that say the rate should be lowered, half agree a coverage rate between 4150% is acceptable.

Rider-Paid Operating %

Increasing Rider-Paid %

Decreasing Rider-Paid %

(n=627)

(n=703)

(n=2,888)

61-70%
22%

Lowered
No change
Raised

71-80%
81-90%

54%
24%

91-99%
100%

0-10%

15%
53%

11-20%

10%
9%

21-30%

9%

31-40%

2%

14%
11%

41-50%
21%

51-70%

51%
5%

Q73

Currently fares pay for 65% of the cost of operating the ferries. Given the state budget, this means money for road maintenance
and construction must be used to keep the ferries operating. Should the rider paid percent of 65% be raised, lowered or stay the
same?
Q73A/B What percent should it be [raised/lowered] to?
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The overall purpose of the VOWS program:
To provide the Commission, Governor and State Legislature with a clear
understanding of Washington State citizen’s attitudes and opinions on
transportation policy & funding issues, investment priorities, and funding
alternatives.

To accomplish this overall purpose:
Developed a panel of Washington State citizens demographically balanced by
county population to be used to test transportation issues and policies.

Studies conducted to date:
We have conducted 10 surveys since 2011. All are posted online at:
www.wstc.wa.gov
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VOWS Program Overview
• Started in 2011
• 110,289 Total Members in database
- 27,198 Current Active Members (have done
1 or more surveys)

• Conduct one major statewide survey
per year on a variety of transportation
policy and funding issues.
• All findings are reported to the
Governor and Legislature to inform
decision making. Also provide results
to panel members.
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VOWS Program Recruitment Plan
Ongoing “Quick Poll” email campaign to state residents

•
•

Registered voters are contacted monthly, via email, and are invited to take a short
one or two question survey on a transportation topic of statewide interest. If they
would like to participate, they are asked to sign up for the VOWS panel.
We have a sign-up rate of 3-5% using this approach.

Quick Poll topics are designed to encourage participation in the
panel. Question topics have included:

•
•
•
•

Adding sales tax on gasoline purchases.

Tolling mountain passes to cover pass maintenance.
Using gas tax revenues to fund public school transportation.
Using gas tax revenues to fund public transit.

“Recruit a Friend” program – ask panel members to spread the
word on the panel and invite friends and family to join.
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VOWS STUDY TOPICS - SUMMARY
Below is a short list of the topics we have used VOWS to
gather data and input on:
• The level citizens would be willing to tax themselves to meet growing
transportation needs.
• Public’s general priorities for transportation investment.
• Basic understanding of how transportation projects are funded.
• Understanding of the magnitude of the funding challenges for
transportation.
• Attitudes towards tolling to pay for transportation projects.
• Support for a specified set of taxes/fees to generate revenue for
transportation statewide.
• Preferred approaches to funding transportation needs.
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SAMPLE - VOWS Survey Result
There are a number of long term funding options being considered to address the state’s longterm transportation financial challenges. For each revenue source, please indicate whether or not
you think that method is a good way to help provide future funding for our transportation system.
Definitely
A vehicle emissions fee - vehicles
that pollute more would pay a
higher fee

33%

19%

A fee based on the # of miles driven
- people pay for the miles they use
instead of by the gallon

17%

10%
5%

21%
20%

Definitely Not
13%

35%

15%

Annual fee on vehicles that get over
50 miles per gallon...

A statewide property tax dedicated
to state and local transportation
projects

Probably Not

30%

Electronic tolling where feasible to
pay for major state projects
statewide

Adding the sales tax to gas
purchases

Probably

21%

14%

28%

24%

19%

37%

21%

19%

38%

18%
21%

47%
50%
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The Newest Tool: Online Discussion Forums

THANK YOU!
For More Information Contact:
Reema Griffith, WSTC Executive Director
Bill Young, Survey Program Project
Manager
360.705.7070

